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  As the zombanimals surged forward all saying join us the door opened slightly and 

Mac and Tina had to jump against it.  

  ''We can't hold it Tina! We can't take much more!'' Mac cried pressing his back 

against the door…
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   ''New arrivals are checked in and have been briefed Chief!'' Chips saluted Buck, 

puffing out his chest proudly.  

  ''Good, good how many this time?'' Buck asked the smaller mammal.  

  ''Two cats, a big mean looking thing and a fluff ball. His human was wearing big 

pink heels, nearly killed Cheerio. Three dogs, a rabbit and two hamsters.'' Chips 

replied cheerily. ''All are in their places. They seem to be settling in well, although 

the poodle's complaining about the human's giving all these new animals more 

treats than her. The big dog with the brown ears seems a bit twitchy too. Shaun I 

think his name is.'' Chips finished up with a nod.  

  ''Good good! Just what we like to hear Chips.'' Buck praised the smaller mouse 

and folded his hands behind his back looking around the hotel.  

''I heard Mac saying he wanted to do a movie night boss? Although him and Guy 

seemed undecided on what they wanted. Guy wanted a thriller, Mac wanted 

something more horror with a hint of action. I think he wanted to do it alone but 

surely we could invite ourselves along? Maybe help choose a movie. Maybe some of 

the other animals could come along.'' Chips suggested. ''Help get the new ones 

settled in.''   

  ''That's a wonderful idea Chips! First though let's go and see this fellow you say is 

incredibly twitchy.'' Buck replied, his mind already wandering to the possibility of 

quarantine should it be needed. 
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  ''We don't need a bath!'' Mac protested. It was too late of course because now he 

and Tina were both already being bathed. ''We don't need to be washed!'' Mac 

shouted as a large dollop of shampoo landed on his head. Tina was protesting too, 

until the human started to tickle behind her hair and then she found having a bath 

was becoming quite enjoyable. Mac however crossed his arms grumpily and 

scowled at her.  

 

    ''They don't look happy.'' Buck said to Guy as they watched Tina and Mac 

through the window. Buck scratched at his ear for the seventh or eighth time 

whilst they'd been stood there.  

  ''Mac hates a bath but it's gone too far. Even the fleas won't touch him!'' Guy said 

frowning at his friend.  

  ''He'll be clean by the end of day!'' Buck said joyfully. ''You'll be joining us for 

movie night I take it? Joining us in choosing the film, joining us for popcorn?'' Buck 

asked his tone changing ever so slightly.  

  ''Well movie night was mine and Mac's thing but ok.'' Guy shrugged.  
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  Half an hour later Mac was dried and looking a little like a fuzzball. Guy chuckled 

at him because the ridiculous look was not helped by the scowl on Mac's face.  

  ''Ergh. I feel so clean!'' Mac grumbled brushing his paws across his fur. Tina shook 

her fur out again, she looked quite smug rather than being as unhappy as Mac.  

''And they've stolen movie night, stupid Chief, that's our thing. I had the perfect 

movie and now he's all- join us for this, join us for that! I don't want to join him!'' 

Mac grumbled pulling his arms tighter around him. ''I want my movie and popcorn 

to myself!''  

  Guy was only half paying attention to Mac as he noticed some of the other 

animals acting a little oddly.  

  ''See, look!'' Mac gestured towards the others who were starting to gather in the 

living room. ''Join us, join us! Us! HA! This was my idea!'' He grumbled letting out 

a heavy sigh. 

 

  ''Mac have you noticed anything odd about the other animals?'' Guy asked as more 

and more animals streamed into the living room muttering about joining them. An 

uneasy feeling washed over Guy as Mac continued to ramble on.   
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  ''Join us!'' Came the cry of the crowd.  

 ''Green eyes, green eyes, GREEN EYES!'' Guy cried his brow furrowing, fear 

creeping up his spine as he realized that not one but every animal in the room had 

green eyes. Not only that but his shouting had drawn their attention away from 

the television and towards them. ''Oh fudge.''  

  ''Join us!'' The animals called. Dogs, cats, rabbits, the Chief, one of the mice police, 

all had green eyes that were glowing. Every single one of them was talking in the 

same tone of voice. All of them were walking in sync. Guy had seen this before in 

one of Mac's horror movies and it made fear and cold dread enter his heart.  

  ''Mac!'' Guy said. ''Mac!'' That time he shook his friend. ''Mac, look around you now 

is not the time to be complaining something is afflicting the others and-''  

  ''Join us!'' The noise was getting louder as more animals poured into the room.  

  ''M-Mac I think we need to get out of here!'' Guy cried starting to back up towards 

Mac.  

  ''Guy, you're not even listening to my complaints are you! Some best friend you 

are! This guy over here will probabl-'' Mac had begun to complain again until he 

noticed the animals beginning to surround them. The green vacant stare to their 

eyes, the ambling way they moved, the slow drawl of their speech. ''Great Scott 

we're in the middle of a zombie apocalypse and you didn't think to tell me Guy!'' 

Mac shouted at him. ''We have to get out of here! Where's Tina!''  

  Mac whistled for the dog but all of a sudden there was a great flash of lightening 

and the power died. The whole room was plunged into darkness and all Mac heard 

was Guy shout run. 

 

  Mac would never admit it but he was a little scared as he stood alone in the dark. 

He could hear rustling and he could hear the distant voices of the zombanimals. 

Join us filtering through the silence as it thundered outside. Mac jumped at a 

slight noise next to him.  

  ''Guy?'' He hissed into the darkness. ''Tina?'' Mac felt a wet tongue press against 

his fur and felt around until he was clinging to Tina's leg.  

  ''Mac?'' There was another voice in the dark and Mac let go of Tina's leg to move 

towards it.  

  ''Guy?'' Mac asked. ''Guy is that you?''  

  ''Mac I- join- feel- us.'' Guy replied. Mac could just make out the glow of green in 

the dark.  

  ''Guy?'' Mac asked again as the room fell silent. Tina whined behind him.  
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  ''Join us?'' Guy's voice replied.  

  Mac's eyes went wide in the dark with fear as he heard another voice join Guys 

and he walked backwards towards Tina who whined.  

  ''Join us.'' Guy's voice sounded like the others now.  

 

    ''Guy no.'' Mac's voice was small and quiet. Tina nudged at him urging for them 

to go as more animals started to appear. Suddenly before them in the dark were 

Guy's eyes. Glowing and green. As the emergency lights clicked on, dim and barely 

there it was revealed just how many animals had followed Guy into the other room.  

  ''I'll save you Guy!'' Mac shouted as he grabbed Tina. ''We have to run!'' He called, 

the shadows on the wall of the zombanimals were 6ft tall and only added to the 

fear as Tina and Mac rushed towards the nearest door. The bathroom was a safe 

bet for now, the zombanimals were quick on their tails though and Mac and Tina 

barely had the door shut before they reached it. Without being able to reach for the 

key they weren't going to be safe in their for long and Mac knew they had to come 

up with a plan.  

  As the zombanimals surged forward all saying join us the door opened slightly 

and Mac and Tina had to jump against it.  
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   ''We can't hold it Tina! We can't take much more!'' Mac cried pressing his back 

against the door.  

 

  ''Maybe I can help!'' Chips came down from the ceiling on a long thing rope of 

dental floss.  

  ''CHIPS!'' Mac shouted, relief overtook him, happy to see a friend! A friend alive 

who wasn't a zombie!  

  ''Close it again and I'll get the catch!'' Chips shouted to them as he swung towards 

the small lock high up on the door. Mac looked at Tina giving her a nod and on the 

count of three they shoved the door hard. As it closed Chips slipped the hook into 

the loop that served as a lock. The zombanimals would be kept out for at least a 

little while. 

   ''If only I'd not had to have that bath before! I'd be out there now with my 

brothers! Have they all been turned?'' Chips asked as he sat on the edge of a bucket 

with his head in his hands. Mac was pacing backwards and forwards as he tried to 

come up with a plan and so it was Tina who nodded to him.  

  ''Why did I have to have that stupid bath! I know I shouldn't want to be out there 

but I'd rather be out there than alone!'' Chips cried frustratedly. ''There must be 

something we can do!''  

  ''I'm thinking!'' Mac said, he was trying to mimic Guy. Guy always knew what to 

do in these situations, he always knew the best course of action and he always 

paced when he was unsure until the answer hit him. Mac was scared an answer 

would never come. ''What would Guy ask?'' Mac asked looking around the room.           
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  ''Probably why we're in here and he's out there.'' Chips replied sarcastically. Mac's 

question had been rhetorical, no one was supposed to answer it. However Chips 

answer sparked something in Mac's mind and he found himself suddenly on a train 

of thought like Guy.  

  ''You're right Chips!'' Mac said. ''Why are we three safe, what do we have in 

common?'' Mac asked pacing up and down quickly. Before anyone could answer 

Mac clicked his fingers. ''The bath! The bath we had before the shampoo! It was 

flea shampoo! You told the Chief that the dog who arrived was twitching and all 

the animals they were itching, before they turned. Guy kept scratching his ear!'' 

Mac said excitedly.  

  
''Maybe we can save them! Maybe we can save them if we, well I mean if we mix a 

little of this and that and we put a few things together. We can use the bucket! You 

can carry it can't you Tina?'' Mac asked excitedly. Tina jumped up from where she'd 

been lying and nodded enthusiastically.  

''We can get ready and then Chips you can get the lock! As they come tumbling in 

we'll cure them!'' Mac was grinning from ear to ear at the sheer genius of his idea. 

The thought of telling a cured Guy all about how he'd saved him was giving him 

hope. Hope that drowned out the sound of the zombanimals on the other side of the 

door. 
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    ''NOW!'' Mac cried to Chips who pulled open the door and jumped onto Tina's 

back as the animals started to pour into the bathroom before them. Mac was atop 

Tina with the modified water pistols in his hands. The large bucket of water 

attached too Tina's back to ensure they stayed refueled. Mac just hoped that the 

plan worked and the animals didn't overwhelm them before they could spray them 

all.  

  ''Charge Tina!'' Mac called as Tina surged forward and lept over the animals 

piling in landing on the other side of the door and sliding back into position. Mac 

immediately began to spray the zombanimals who were slow to turn around. 

Slowly but surely they were all becoming soaked in the soapy mix of flea shampoo 

and water. Mac only hoped that his hunch was right, that it was fleas and nothing 

more serious. Guy was the smarter one and without his partner Mac felt lost. Mac 

sprayed and sprayed, covered dogs and cats and then jumped down off Tina to 

spray the smaller animals.  

  Suddenly Mac was face to face with Guy.  
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  ''I don't want to do this Guy!'' Mac shouted. ''But it's for your own good! We have 

to get those things off you. I want-''   

  ''Join us'' Guy said moving slowly towards him.  

  ''-I want my be-'' Mac tried to continue.  

  ''Join us.'' Guy repeated stepping towards Mac again.  

  ''- I want my bes-'' Mac started and was cut off by another animal again.  

  ''Join us.'' A new animal came ambling close to Mac and Tina.  

  ''Hey! I'm trying to give a heart warming speech here!'' Mac shouted blasting the 

hamster with the water gun.  

  ''Join us!'' Guy was even closer now, green vacant eyes staring at Mac.  

  ''Not on your life! Give me back my best friend!'' Mac shouted before blasting Guy 

with the shampoo mixture. 
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  Carnage, all around them was carnage. Everything was drenched, all the animals 

were a shampooed  foamy mess. Lying on the carpet, in the bathroom and trying to 

remember what they'd been doing and just how they'd all gotten there.  

  Guy was lay on the floor, completely soaked after the over-zelous spraying from 

Mac. Mac rushed to his side quickly and hugged his friend to him sobbing and 

wailing. Guy's voice was muffled in Mac's fur as he tried to ensure his friend didn't 

suffocate him.  

  ''Oh GUY! Guy! You were such a good friend, my best friend! I never meant it 

when I said you were a bad friend! Oh Guy! Please don't die!'' Mac wailed before 

Guy managed to push him off and gasp for air.  

  ''Relax Mac! It's just shampoo! I'm ok, apart from you trying to suffocate me!'' Guy 

said standing up and wringing out his fur.  

  ''Oh, ok. Yeah I knew that.'' Mac said trying to look normal again and like he 

hadn't been scared for his friend moments before. 
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    So as the lights came back up, the animals returned to normal. The fleas who 

had inhabited them were either dead or had runaway from the water. Chips and 

Tina were passing around towels to dry people off and the bathroom was open for 

those who had got the worst of the shampoo and needed to wash it off.  

  By morning all would be returned to normal.  

  In the midst of the chaos one solitary dog slinked away and out of the kennel flap 

at the back door and towards the shed that was never used.  

 

   His head was hung low and eyes that were green on arrival had turned back to 

brown. Moving a broken part of the shed out of the way he went inside the shed 

and stood silent for a moment.  

  ''I'm sorry master. The plan failed.'' 

 

 

 

 

THE END? 


